The Power of Why – Live Event
Yes, We are here with you now and forever. We thank you. We thank you for choosing to incarnate in
this monumental time in human history, for much is changing on the planet of free choice, in the place of
the polarities. You do not have to look far to see the stirring up of the energy, whether it be in weather
patterns, natural disasters, politics. And it is easy for you to say “How can we be entering a more
enlightened period when we see so much darkness all around us?” And you would have merit in asking
that question. But We are here to assure you that the potential for great change, the potential for
enlightenment, the potential for you, the light workers, to step forward and change your world forever is
very strong.
Do not be afraid of the darkness that is moving to the top. For as you know, when you turn on a light in a
dark room it chases the darkness away. And that is what has been happening in the last number of
years on your planet. As more and more people of the light come forward, it frightens those who are not
willing to accept or change to a new way of life. We are here to tell you that you are just at the cusp, just
at the edge of the great potential that your planet has. You are entering a period of time where there is
an opportunity to have world peace, to have harmony, to have more compassion, more understanding.
But, as is always on the planet of free choice, it is up to you. It is up to you the collective consciousness
to decide the future of your planet. For as We have told you before, no matter what is decided by the
people of your planet, the Source loves you always and forever.
The question was asked why?
And why is a very important question for each and every one of you to ask. For when you ask the
question why, it forces you to contemplate and reflect the deeper sense of whatever the query was
about. Why have We come forth at this time? We have come forth because many of you are ready to
hear the higher wisdom, the laws of the Universe that will set you free, that will allow you to live a life of
greater harmony and peace. Why should you listen to Our messages? That of course is a question you
must ask yourself. For the why will give you an opportunity to expose the truth. And when you have a
question and you ask why, it is fair to assume that you will come up with an answer. And since why is
the tool to get a deeper understanding, We would suggest that to your first answer, you once again ask
the question why. Unfortunately, We cannot give you all of the answers to why that you may ask that
are beyond your physicality, beyond your human consciousness. Not because We do not want to give
you those answers, but because your dimensionality will not allow you to comprehend them. But if you
choose to allow your consciousness to increase, if you choose to ask yourself why more of the time, you
have an opportunity to look deep into the secrets of not only human life, but Life itself.
For why is like a key that unlocks doors. We would caution you though, that the answers that you get
from others to the question why, you may want to think about and reflect on. For unfortunately on planet
earth, too many people have accepted the answer to their whys that are given to them by others. You

see, why should be a very personal question. And when you allow your why to be a personal question,
you have the opportunity to come up with your personal answer. There is no one answer to the question
why for all of the inhabitants of your planet. And you may notice that if you question a friend, a coworker, a parent, a sibling and you ask them why they do something, you may get a different answer.
Even if you have identical twins that have a very similar genetic fabric, and you ask them why, for a
particular query, you most likely will get a different answer. So if the reason you asked why was to be
able to get one answer, one unequivocal truth, We are sorry to disappoint you, but that cannot exist in
the planet of free choice.
We ask you to personalize the question why. We ask you to look deep within yourself for your own truth.
We suggest to you that if you stop following the crowd, if you begin to lead instead of following more, if
you trust the answer that comes to you from your personal why, you will be able to evolve to much
higher levels of consciousness. And may We remind you that We are here, We are always here to help
you. When you ask the question why, do not refer to those you think are more knowledgeable, are more
intelligent, are more learned. For the answer to their why should be different than the answer to your
why. So begin, begin now, and ask yourself a question, a query, something that has been bothering you
in your life and ask, why? Why does it feel that there is more darkness in the planet now? Why does it
feel that there is more bigotry, that there is more judgement? Why would the country living south of you,
be in the midst of political upheaval? You see, why can bring you power only if you choose to answer
that very powerful question on a personal level. And once again We remind you we are here to help you.
We have delivered in your past a message called All Life has Purpose. And We would like to reiterate at
this time that everything that occurs on planet Earth has a purpose. And in that message, We
recommended to you that you get to know your Higher Self because often the purpose of your
experiences are beyond your human understanding. Over the years, the civilizations, the humans, the
people who did not ask why, were stuck. They were stuck listening to what others told them. You see to
a certain degree, why can set you free.
There are various ways to answer the question why. One of which is considering it an intellectual
question, a question of the mind, a question of logic. Why did that person do that to me? Why is the law
what it is? But there is another way to look at the question why. And that is from your feeling
consciousness, your sensing consciousness. For the intellects will ask why, the scientists, the people in
the field of medicine, the people in the field of law will ask why. And they will ponder over the books of
knowledge, they will ponder over the intellect that has been passed down from generation to generation,
and will come up with a very specific answer to that why. Unfortunately, that way of answering why,
does not set you free. It merely perpetrates the past. For you to attain freedom, enlightenment, it is
important that you learn to seek the answers to your why in a different way. Ask the question why and
quiet your mind and ponder the question, reflect on the question, allow it to come up into your
consciousness over and over again. Do not be in a hurry for the answer. Open yourself up to the
Universal Intelligence that is comprised of everything that ever was, everything that is, and everything
that will be. For those that answer the question, why, from the place of intellect, are only using human
history to answer that question. For those of you who wish a more magnanimous answer, if you open to
the Universal Intelligence, you have access to not only the past, but the present and the future.
Yes, the future, for in the higher realms there is no time, there is no space, all occurs in the eternal now.
So in review, we are suggesting to you that why become your best friend. But also to learn to answer
your personal question of why in a new and different way. Take a moment. Take a moment while you
are in this meditative state and allow any question to pop into your mind, any experience, any query and
to that ask why. And simply wait patiently from a place of knowing, from a place of confidence that you
have the answer to every why that comes your way. It is time to stand in your own personal power. It is

time to question that which does not feel right to you. It is time to let go of the conditioned beliefs that
were handed down to you from generation to generation. It is time for you to become the pioneers, to
change your world in a big way. And why is one tool, just one tool, but one very important tool that will
help you do so. So wonder often as you look into the stars, ask why they are there. As you look around
at Mother Nature and you see its beauty and grace, ask why it is there. You may want to set an intention
to ask why several times a day. For simply the question why allows you to shift your consciousness
from one of following to one of leading. It is time, if you choose, to stand in your power.
Why must the world be the way it is? Why can it not be different? Why is there so much fear? Why is
there so much greed? Why is there not more compassion? Why is there not more understanding? We
are not suggesting that the answer to your why will come to you instantaneously. There are whys that
you will ask that will take you days, weeks, months, and years to contemplate, to reflect on, to wonder
about. But, that one English word why will unlock so much possibility, so much opportunity. And We
would like to bring to your attention at this time, that the answer to your why often will not agree with the
answer to someone else's why. But We encourage you not to take up arms, not to beat them over the
head and say that your answer is better than their answer.
Collectively begin to question, collaborate about the question why. Debate in groups with respect, with
mutual respect and dignity and integrity. And you will find that why will open doors that you never ever
thought possible. So take some time, take some time in your meditation practice and your walking in
nature practice, in your yoga practice to begin to allow the question why to surface more of the time. It is
time, if you choose, to bring forth great change on your planet. But as We have said to you many times
before, you live on the planet of free choice. And the Source will not interfere with the choices made by
the collective consciousness. But the more wondering, the more whys that are asked, the more
discussion, the greater the opportunity of changing your world forever.
We are here for you any time you wish to converse with Us. Simply enter a state of stillness and peace
and We are there. We bring you this message from a place of love and all of the messages We bring
you are for the purpose of making your life more enjoyable, more peaceful, more harmonious. Go in
peace, wonder often, and ask why as many times as you possibly can without being concerned for the
answer. Simply asking why opens up the energy of possibility.
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